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are grown. After all, mothers, it seems the big job Is up to us,
and if we rise to it with the divine help that is ours for the asking,
some of the babies of the future will have the fathers they would
have chosen could they have had the wisdom and the oppor-
tunity to have done so.
Let the boy as he is growing up learn to appreciate home
cares, help with inside responsibilities as well as with outside,
learn the importance of orderliness, care for his own room and
clothes, learn to hang things up, to clean up a, muss he has made,
to give attention and proper respect to home routine. From his
pre-adolescent years, let each boy be made to realize that some
day he is to be a father, and that; what he is now has much to
do with the kind of father he will be and the kind of children he
will have. During this time the boy may be most responsive to
such suggestions, and what; a lot of slime and mire he can be
saved from wading through if he can, at an early age, be inspired
with just such (in ideal! Father and mother can and should each
have a part in the confidential talks that arouse in the lad the
very highest emotions of his soul But if it is mother only who
has the opportunity and the inclination, she may be given wis-
dom to be equal to her task. And so with proper care and
thought, baby's father can be greatly improved in the making,
much to the baby's advantage and often to father's own ap-
preciation as well.
Responsibility of Bein# a Father* But we have before us
men who have already attained; who have, in setting up a home,
taken upon themselves the responsibilities of fatherhood How
few think seriously of such a step! and how many arc prone, in
this regard, to follow the line of least resistance—just to "let
things rock"! All too often father accepts the baby when it
comes, but leaves the entire burden of care and training on
mother, instead of sharing equally with her in the duties and
privileges involved in this the greatest responsibility that ever
came to him. Few fathers stop to consider how important for
weal or woe is the heritage they give that small mite they proudly
call theirs. They accept the joy, the delight, of baby hands, win-
some face, and little feet with no thought of what they may
have passed on to the tiny soul that will hinder its progress in

